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Discover the divine feminine with this introduction to the world of the goddess. From seasonal

celebrations to miracles and rebirth, this entry in the popular Little Bit of series explores the

power, magic, and rituals of the goddess. Learn all about the Maiden, Mother, and Wise

Woman archetypes, the SHE of clay and stars, and meditations connected with her—including

ones for love and passion, success and wealth, protection and intuition, and health and

creativity. Enter the inner temple, pore through a Goddess Directory, and see how to become

part of the Goddess Community.
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thin. Thank you.INTRODUCTIONWelcome to the Temple of the Divine Feminine. It is

everywhere. It’s within you. It’s all around you. It’s in the eyes of your daughters, in the hearts of

your sisters, in the hugs of your female friends. It’s in the womb of your mother. It’s in the body

of planet earth—the mother of our human race.The Divine Feminine is symbolized by the

Great Goddess. She knows all and sees all; she is the feminine incarnation of divinity. The

Divine Feminine is sacred, and you are sacred because you embody her. She is the Great

Mystery. She is the sun, the moon, the earth, the stars, the sky. She is interconnected through

all that exists. She is the atoms and molecules that make up the matter of our world. She is the

energy and the light flowing through every dimension. She is everything.You might read this

and think that I am talking about the Christian concept of God, but I’m not. Nowadays, the

patriarchy gets a lot of airtime. This book does not intend disrespect or disregard for any

religious or philosophical beliefs. This book is about tolerance. It is about honoring all aspects

of the divine and advocating for inclusivity.That being said, because those in power have

promoted religious factions that focus on masculine divinity for some time, we see a

tremendous amount of gender inequality in our world. Even now, we watch things unfold in our

country and all around the globe that are potentially disrespectful of the feminine. Some of us

may choose to stand up against this disrespect and fight for those less fortunate.These women

who take a stand are incarnations of the goddess, just as every other woman is. The ACLU

lawyer suing over gender inequality aligns with the archetype of the independent and powerful

goddess Athena. The social worker who counsels children who have been marginalized and

brings them nurturance and justice aligns with many aspects of the mother goddess Isis.Every

day, all around the world, women honor the Divine Feminine in their own ways—often among

friends and quietly. These behind-the-scenes goddesses can be the beautiful Latina mothers

who sing songs about the Mother of the Moon to their pregnant friends or the radiant African

women who perform rituals for health among the girls and women in their families. The stately

British woman who teaches her niece about the mythology of Avalon honors the goddess, as

does the American who mentors the younger women in her office and teaches an informal



class on femininity in relationships every Wednesday over wine and dessert. The Divine

Feminine is present in women all over the world.The Divine Feminine brings love, nurturance,

compassion, sensuality, beauty, wisdom, confidence, and so much more. As the Divine

Feminine reemerges in the Western world, perhaps we will see peace in our time. We will

watch the strides that women make as they let the power of the Great Goddess flow through

them.The Dalai Lama once said that the world would be saved by the Western woman. That’s

you. By reading this book, you will reconnect on an even deeper level with your Divine

Feminine nature. Through small conscious acts of honoring the goddess within, you help tip

the balance of power from a patriarchal, male-dominated place to one of equality where the

Divine Feminine and the Divine Masculine are on an equal footing, together creating a world of

peace.You are part of this change. When you align with the overarching goddess and all the

goddesses we’ll talk about in this book, you will find your life enhanced in myriad ways. You will

find support and sustenance and spiritual food from the Sacred Feminine.When I was twenty-

three years old, I got a tattoo of the ankh, the Egyptian symbol of life, tattooed in an orangey

brown color (the color of Indian henna) on my left big toe. I had just started working as a

medical intuitive. I knew that the left side of the body symbolizes the Divine Feminine and the

big toe and the thumb symbolize the idea and energy of the will. My tattoo symbolized my

decision to merge my will with the will of the goddess and to do that for the highest good of all

life. This included my own highest good, but it was also a decision and a statement to be of

service to the Divine Feminine.Since that day, my life has been blessed. I’ve had fortunate

experiences such as swimming with wild humpback whales and through pristine underwater

caves, hiking in verdant rain forests, climbing pristine peaks, holding and witnessing the birth of

the babies of sweet friends, dancing with joy among sister goddesses, experiencing great

passion and immense love with captivating lovers, meditating deeply with the great spirit, and

much more.I’ve learned lessons that taught me essential things on my spiritual path and in my

life. I’ve had surgeries, experienced heartbreak, seen great friends and family pass on, and

faced adversity just as we all do in different ways. Every blessing and challenge is part of the

experience of learning about the Great Goddess in all her forms. She is all things: lover and

mother, creator and destroyer, innocent and wise woman. She is an adventuress and a safe

space, a source of knowledge and a driver to seek experiences. She is a heart opener and

mind expander.All those life events have aligned me to live my dharma, which is my life’s

mission—and if we talk about it in trendy terms, we could even call it the idea of “living my best

life.” I want this concept for you, too. I want you to have the most soul-affirming, ecstatically

joyful life. I wish for you peak experiences and transcendent moments.You are the architect of

your life, and you can call in reinforcements any time you want. You can choose to align with

your life’s purpose and ask for the blessing of the Great Goddess. Her wisdom and energy can

propel you to new heights of experience and joy.You deserve this peak level of living. You’re a

masterpiece created by a universe of benevolence. The divine feminine within you is part of

your true self. Every part of you, the heights and depths of you, is loved by the sacred feminine.

You are all things. You matter. The fact that you are here on Earth matters. Let the essence of

your inner feminine flow through you to the world. We all have a little bit of goddess within

us.1HISTORY OF THE DIVINE FEMININEOver time, goddesses have been forgotten to some

degree. They have been looked upon as secondary. Often, goddesses have taken a backseat

to the more conventional—meaning societally approved—male deities. A lot has been written

about the past and present of gods and a singular god, but it may be time to put some well-

deserved attention on the massive historical and cultural impact goddesses have had. Because

long before there was a singular god there were many goddesses, and in fact, for much of



early history, humanity lived as more of a matriarchy than a patriarchy. Women gave life, and

that ability was revered and heralded for the magnificent feat it was.The origin of the goddess

mythology dates back to the earliest traces of humankind, beyond the influence of a purely

patriarchal-based belief system. Men, in fact, had very limited representation as deities, mainly

being seen as the sons or lovers of goddesses. The earliest calculations of goddess worship

date between 20,000 and 30,000 bce in a period known as the Paleolithic. This ancient

worship was observed through reverence of the color red for its connection to menstruation

and rebirth, and that color often was used in ceremonies. These early societies also modeled

the interior of their temples and sacred caves after female sexual organs by using shells.The

subsequent Neolithic period produced some of the most intricate goddess-worshipping sites,

which can be found in Anatolia, Turkey, and date back to 6500 BCE. This period is also

interesting in that it observed the similarity of life-giving properties that both women and the

Earth shared. It is no coincidence that the Earth is often referred to as “mother,” because it

really does provide all that is necessary for existence and growth. The Earth and women were

known as life givers. Possibly as a result, the images of goddesses began to appear with parts

of nature, such as plants, animals, and streams. Women during that time were tasked as

gatherers in their hunter-gatherer tribes and further informed this idea of a benevolent provider,

as the killing of animals was left to the men. This shows the functionality and structure of

matriarchal societies: Women contributed greatly to the makeup of civilization and culture,

developing the arts, medicine, and rules, but they did not necessarily dominate

men.Goddesses often were attributed to specific phenomena, ideas, or virtues. Some are

identified with a single, very specific concept, whereas others are considered to be a Great

Goddess type, overseeing many different aspects of life. Different themes associated with

goddesses include childbirth, motherhood, love, beauty, war, the moon, creation, and death,

among other things. In the early view of women, often they were seen to govern individual

maturity and spiritual life as well as the heart. In this, we see the flow of the life cycle at the will

and creation of the female figure, and so it becomes a common theme throughout history.In the

absence of a written language, the existence of goddesses is preserved in cave drawings that

depict the birth-giving ability of these deities and in carved miniatures that portray their figures,

such as the Neolithic Venuses, including the Venus of Willendorf. These figurines emphasize

the features of a nursing mother to show fertility and the nourishment her body provides. The

word goddess itself starts to appear in the English language as early as the mid-1300s and

soon after is adapted into many other languages.What was once limited to a strictly Mother

Earth goddess in primal times later became an all-encompassing, all-powerful heavenly

mother, as in the case of Nut, the Egyptian goddess of the sky, as civilizations were

established. This continued to sustain the idea of physical and spiritual connection to a divine

entity’s womb, as it became apparent that a divine mother created all above and below us and

that people were connected to the Earth and space. Once this distinction was made and

embraced in various societies—the Celts, Romans, Greeks, and Egyptians—goddesses and

gods took on a much more prominent role in those cultures.Temples have been around since

the dawn of time—interestingly, those temples often were reserved to honor male deities in the

Neolithic period, and the worship of female deities actually took place in the homes of those

early people. This shows a much more personal and warm connection associated with these

goddesses and their placement in everyday lives, as opposed to the separate and confined

areas where one was expected to worship gods. Eventually, goddess temples were established

for worship and prayer.The hierarchy of the Temple of Delphi was unlike that in modern places

of worship. For one thing, the most spiritually elevated person there was a woman. A female



high priestess known as the Pythia or the Pythoness, named after the dragon the Greek god

Apollo slew to appease her spirit, acts as a mediator between the gods and mortals, often

guided by an altered state of being.That prophetic trance is popularly believed to have been

achieved through vapors emitted into the room that high priestesses, sitting on the tripod at the

center, would breathe in and be raised to a different level of consciousness. However, research

has shown that the presence of a vent at Delphi for exactly this purpose has not been found,

even with testimony from a Delphic priest by the name of Plutarch who described the fumes:

“as if the adyton [sanctuary] were sending forth the essences of the sweetest and most

expensive perfumes from a spring,” reporting that there was indeed a distinct scent in the air at

Delphi. If the presence of fumes cannot be explained, this presents the possibility that different

methods were employed, notably the use of oral hallucinogens such as plants to alter the

oracle’s state of mind.The oracle had the task of being the translator between the divine and

humankind, often providing answers for personal issues in common citizens’ lives. This title

would be passed down from one woman to another at the end of her life, and so there would

always be a living resident providing this service at the temple. In addition to her duty to Delphi,

the Pythia enjoyed the immense beauty of nature as it touched Greek culture in the unique

atmosphere of the temple. This is yet another instance of the human meeting the “otherness”

on an equal plane of existence and of the woman bridging the connection between the earthly

and the divine.Matriarchal societies provided so many benefits outside the spiritual realm. The

most outstanding fact is their limited, if nonexistent, history with long-term warfare. They were

considered highly peaceful cultures, built on open fields and focused on the cultivation of the

arts, which were seen as divine.Why did the world start to move toward a monotheistic,

patriarchal belief system and throw out the old ways? Much of that came from the squandering

of old-world practices and beliefs to promote traction and spread the belief in new gods, or

rather “God.” Because of the nature of female-oriented societies, which was largely seen as

peaceful, their survival in an aggressive and armed new world was nearly impossible.Despite

their dismissal in the face of colonization and the modern day, the cultural relevance of and

reverence for goddesses throughout time remains. Often paired with a male counterpart to

show equal importance in the manifestation of the world, goddesses became integral to

understanding the nature of the physical and spiritual world.2Seasonal Celebrations of the

GoddessThe way we see life, in all its stages, can be witnessed in the course of a single year.

Within a year, we see a story of birth, evolution, gradual decline, death, and rebirth. It is a story

that has followed humankind since creation. When we look at the seasons in a traditional

sense, the year is divided into four parts: spring, summer, autumn, and winter.Those names

are more common in the modern age, but historically the different seasons have been

distinguished by the natural phenomena observed, such as shift in the hours of daylight or the

fertility of the land, known to be marked by a solstice or equinox. An association with the divine

has arisen in the passage of the year when we examine the full scope of the changes the

seasons bring. Many seasonal celebrations were formed from a long and venerated set of

customs and traditions that in some cases are very specific to certain regions of the world and

in other cases prove to be surprisingly universal across different continents.SPRINGSpring is

known to be a time of growth and renewal. This is especially apparent in the rich abundance of

the planet as flora and fauna replace the lifeless aftermath of winter’s frost and in the

awakening of animals from their months of quiet rest who come out to seek the warmth of the

sun.Spring has always been seen as a period of prosperity for life and as an indicator of

balance. The vernal (spring) equinox takes place on March 20 in the northern hemisphere and

September 20 in the southern hemisphere. It is one of two days in which there are equal hours



of day and night. This phenomenon has been observed across various religions and

cultures.The theme of rebirth, which spring is characterized by, is seen in the Christian tradition

of Easter. In the Bible it is known as Jesus’s resurrection from the dead, taking place three

days after his burial and being held on a Sunday.Beyond this view of the holiday by Christian

standards, Easter can be seen as a modern celebration of pagan holidays. In fact, the word

Easter is believed to be rooted in the name of the Teutonic goddess Eostre, who is the

goddess of fertility and spring. There were so many names for the Great Goddess in her

springtime/dawn form: Eostre, Ostara, Inanna, Persephone, Eastre, Ishtar, Freya, Bridgit, and

hundreds more. Those goddesses and many more were celebrated at this time of year in

festivals to honor the dawning light. They were typically fertility goddesses, and rabbits and

eggs were powerful symbols to denote flowering, plenty, and sensual love. They were part of

the modern idea of spring fever. Modern-day Easter is a wonderful day to embrace newness

and enjoy the sweetness of the season of blossoms as bestowed by the life-giving divine

feminine.The tradition of Beltane, or May Day, comes from the Celtic calendar and is

historically celebrated on the first day of May, right between the spring equinox and the

summer solstice. It symbolizes the coming of summer, and it was a day on which the pastoral

Celtic people attempted to shed the darkness of the previous months by lighting great fires to

cleanse themselves and the wildlife. As it was celebrated throughout Scotland and Ireland,

people would drive their cattle over the flames and some people would even dance on it. May

bushes, which were normally hawthorn or sycamore trees, would be danced around and

decorated. Beltane was at times also a glorious celebration of sensual love. In some traditions,

ritual mating would occur and was reported to be sensuous, sacred, and renewing. In some

cultures, a priestess of the goddess would couple with a reigning monarch to bless the

kingdom or town with the fruitfulness of the ripe goddess. This was observed at times in the

temples of beautiful goddesses of sensual love, including Isis, Inanna, Ishtar, and various

Celtic deities. Sexuality was not shameful in those times but a celebration of the idea of the

sacred marriage of the Divine Masculine and the Divine Feminine. This could be enacted as

lovemaking or meditated upon as an act of internal alchemy, merging the inner masculine and

feminine for a fruitful life full of blessings.In later Celtic iterations of May Day, young women

symbolizing the Maiden archetype of the Great Goddess would wear fresh flower crowns made

in a ritualistic manner and dance joyfully around a maypole. Often, the village people would join

in this jubilant floral festival and dance. The idea was to celebrate the renewal of spring and

honor the Great Goddess and her bestowals to come in blooming and harvest

times.SUMMERThe summer solstice is recognized to occur on June 21 in the northern

hemisphere. It is a day that has more hours of daylight than of darkness. The power of that fact

found its way into the celebrations of different civilizations. The sun for many societies and

cultures embodied life-giving properties and life itself as the summer proved to provide fertile

land for crops and thus provided more vegetation for livestock that would be consumed by

people.In ancient Rome, the summer solstice was the occasion for another unique exception to

everyday life: On the first day of the festival of Vesta or Vestalia, married women could, for one

day only, enter the temples of the Vestal Virgins. There they would be allowed to make

offerings to Vesta, the goddess of hearth and home. Summer goddesses of bloom such as the

Roman Flora and Fortuna also were celebrated at this time.FALLAutumn is another transitional

point of the year and is marked by the autumn equinox on September 23. In the autumn

equinox, the northern hemisphere once again receives an equal number of daylight and

nighttime hours.
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